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I. Hydrogeology
A. Water Cycle
B. Drainage
C. Aquifers

II. Water Quantity in Washington County
A. Water usage
B. Annual groundwater recharge
C. Conservation

III. Water Quality in Washington County
A. Water testing
B. Contaminants
C. Protecting water quality



The water cycle, when in proper balance, ensures a steady 
supply of groundwater. Problems occur when more water 
is taken out of aquifers than is replaced.
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The flow of groundwater generally moves from higher elevations 
to lower. Some recharge and discharge occurs within days and just 
a few miles, while other recharge and discharge systems take 
centuries (or longer) and cover tens or hundreds of miles.
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The subcontinental divide runs through Washington County. Precipitation 
that falls on lands to the east of the divide drains toward Lake Michigan, 
while precipitation west of the divide drains toward the Mississippi River.  
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Multiple rock layers lie below the land surface in southeastern 
Wisconsin and Washington County.  Shallow and deep aquifers, 
which are pools of groundwater, are stored within these rock layers.
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II. Water Quantity in County
A. Water usage
B. Groundwater recharge
C. Conservation

In 2000, the total estimated use of water in Washington County 
was 13.38 million gallons per day (mgd). The largest portion of 
that use was by residential, which consumed 5.64 mgd. Other 
water uses included 2.55 mgd by industrial, 1.84 mgd by 
commercial, 0.62 mgd by agricultural, 0.31 mgd for irrigation, 
and 2.42 mgd by governmental or institutional.



A cone of depression is formed when 
more water is removed from aquifers 
than is recharged back into them. Up to 
500 feet of drawdown has occurred in 
southeastern Wisconsin’s deep aquifer 
over the last 150 years.
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Well drillers have had to drill somewhat deeper in 
recent years in some communities in Washington 
County. This could be for a variety of reasons, one 
of which could be a drawdown of the aquifer.
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Recharge of groundwater by precipitation soaking into the soil can only occur on lands like the photo on the right.

Precipitation annually brings about 32 inches of water to the surface of Washington County. That translates into about 
660 million gallons per day (mgd) of water averaged over the vear. 

Approximately 80% of that total is lost by evapotranspiration. Of the remaining water, part runs off in streams and 
part becomes groundwater. Therefore, it may be assumed that, on average, about 10% of the annual precipitation 
reaches groundwater. Thus, the estimated average groundwater recharge in Washington County would be 66 mgd. 
This precipitation is returned to the shallow aquifer within days or months, depending on the soil. 

The estimated daily use of groundwater in 2000 was 13 mgd. This indicates there is an adequate annual groundwater 
recharge to satisfy water demands on the shallow aquifer system for years to come on an area-wide basis. However, 
the availability on a localized basis will vary depending upon usage, groundwater flow patterns, etc.
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SHALLOW AQUIFER



The situation is different for the deep aquifers, where withdrawals of groundwater cause supply/demand 
imbalance in areas of concentrated use of groundwater, which has resulted in the “mining” of 
groundwater, and where recharge of the aquifer may take vears or even decades, depending on the depth 
and geology of the aquifer. The deep aquifer levels have decreased from 50 to 150 feet within the 
County. Most of this decline is due to pumping beyond the boundaries of Washington County.

(Source: SEWRPC)
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DEEP AQUIFER



III. Water Quality in County
A. Water testing
B. Contaminants
C. Protecting water quality

In Washington County, 57% of residents use public water 
systems, while 43% use private wells.  Public water systems, 
which consist of municipal water works or wells that serve 
places like rural schools and churches, are subject to annual 
water quality testing overseen by the WDNR.

Private wells are not required by 
state law to be tested, although 
some lenders may require it when 
a property is sold. Generally, a 
homeowner must take the initiative 
to have his/her well tested by a 
state lab or a private firm.

If you prefer bottled water, you 
should know that it is no safer, nor 
is it regulated any more stringently 
than tap water. It is, however, 
many times more expensive.



The geology of Washington County makes pollution 
prevention challenging since the water table is so close 
to the surface in many areas. As a result, the depth of 
soil, which is an excellent purifier, is often limited.
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You cannot smell, taste or see 
arsenic in your drinking water. The 
only way to know if your water 
contains arsenic is to have water 
from your well tested by a 
laboratory. Water softeners, carbon 
filters, or sediment filters do not
adequately remove arsenic. Only 
special treatment systems can 
remove arsenic. 

In most cases, it is safe to use water 
that contains arsenic to bathe and 
for household chores. 
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Old town dump sites and unmanaged 
pesticide applications have generated 

special concerns. Homeowners with 
shallow wells (less than 100 feet deep) 

should be especially careful when 
disposing of cleaners, solvents, paint, 

waste oil, antifreeze, and other 
chemicals around the house. Deposit 
the materials at recycling centers or 
community clean sweep collections 

for hazardous household wastes.

Nitrates are very soluble chemicals 
that originate from manure, 
chemical fertilizer, and septic tanks. 
At concentrations above 10 parts 
per million, they are considered 
dangerous for infants under six 
months of age.  Very high levels of 
nitrate may affect adults and 
livestock. 

When human or animal waste 
contaminates an aquifer, well 

water can transmit various 
diseases. Bacterial

contamination can occur 
if the waste enters the 

groundwater without 
adequate filtration through 
soil. Coarse soils, such as 

gravel and sand, do 
not filter out impurities as 

effectively as silts 
and clays.

Radium is a naturally occurring 
element that can come from 

sandstone formations in some wells. 
Experts are divided on whether 
radium in water is harmful to 
humans. Most kitchen variety 

treatment devices will not remove 
radium, but if you suspect radium 

contamination, and don’t mind 
drinking soft water, a water 

softener will provide water that is 
almost completely radium free. 



Preventative measures can be taken by both communities 
and individuals to protect our ground and surface water.

Vegetative buffers 
for streams and 
shorelines

Well caps and proper 
well abandonment

Septic system 
maintenance
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Road salt reduction

Eliminate phosphorus and 
reduce fertilizer, pesticides

Preserve wetlands, 
which filter out 

impurities

Properly dispose 
of hazardous 

wastes

Do not flush 
pharmaceuticals 
down the drain
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